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The “SQRL” URL 

Wherever a website’s sign-in username and password sign-in fields are present, the website may also 
display a “Sign-in with SQRL” button and a SQRL QR code. Or it might show a smaller, less obtrusive 
link to a dedicated SQRL sign-in page. Either way, both the sign-in button and the QR code contain a 
“sqrl://” URL of the form: 

sqrl://{authentication domain}/{page}?nut={unique URL-safe nonce} 

For example: sqrl://www.example.com/sqrl?nut=oOB4QOFJux5Z 

SQRL  HTTPS 
The “sqrl://” scheme is only used to invoke SQRL clients through scheme-based support in operating 
systems. The “sqrl://” is replaced with “https://” when the URL is used for Internet communications. 

SQRL’s URL Nut 
The URL’s ‘nut’ nonce must be unpredictable and single-use. It serves double-duty: It serves as a 
session identifier tag for the SQRL API, and as some entropy to be signed by the SQRL client. It must 
be unpredictable to prevent future nut guessing, and it must also be single-use so that once a nut has 
been “consumed” it will not be accepted again. Nuts should also be short, since the entire URL will be 
encoded into a QR code and lower-density QR codes are small, less obtrusive, and scan more reliably. 
Our recommended nut generator looks like this: 
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Figure 2: Recommended Nut Generator 

Bruce Schneier’s excellent Blowfish cipher is chosen since it uses a 64-bit block which is perfect for our 
purposes. Each website randomly chooses its own unique installation secret key to be used throughout 
its lifetime. As long as that key remains secret it should never be changed. The secretly-keyed 
Blowfish cipher is fed by a 64-bit counter which the system arranges to only count upwards and to 
never revert to any previous lower value. 64-bits will never wrap under any conceivable level of usage. 
Thus, every count ever produced will be unique. This 64-bit counter value is encrypted with Blowfish to 
feed a Base64Url binary-to-text encoder to produce a 11-character URL-safe text string. This is the 
SQRL “nut.” 

A fresh, never-before-used nut is issued every time a SQRL sign-in page is displayed. Since single-use 
is crucial to prevent replay attacks, some means must be provided for assuring that nuts are never 
reused. This typically means placing the nut onto a “valid nuts” list and removing it once the nut has 
been consumed or replaced. Since a SQRL authentication requires the use of several authentication 
cycles, and thus several unique nuts, GRC’s implementation allocates a single “Pending Auth” object 
for the transaction. It is placed into a traversable linked list with a “last activity” timestamp which 
allows stale transactions to be pruned. This “Pending Auth” object holds all of the data relevant to the 
transaction including the most recently issued nut for the pending authentication. As we’ll see later, 
this “Pending Auth” object holds many other important pieces of authentication data including the IP 
address of the browser which initiated the authentication. This facilitates one of SQRL’s two important 
anti-spoofing mitigations. It also holds the MACs (message authentication codes) of any provided by 
the web server to the SQRL server to prevent in-flight tampering. (Everything the server sends is 
returned in by the client with its next query, if any, so the server is able to verify the MAC of what the 
client has returned against the MAC that it created from the data it sent to the client.) 
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Authentication Domain 
The “authentication domain” is that portion of the SQRL URL string which is hashed by HMAC-SHA256 
to yield SQRL’s per-site private key, as shown by this diagram repeated from the SQRL explainer: 

 sqrl://www.example.com/sqrl?nut=t10yVjNDoQ81uTvNorPr
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Figure 3: SQRL Authentication Domain Hashing 

Since the user’s per-site SQRL identity is entirely dependent upon the precise domain name string 
hashed, and since issues surrounding username & password, port specification, and alphabetic case 
can arise, the following authentication domain parsing rules apply: 

1. Domain names are 8-bit ASCII “octets” (bytes) compatible with DNS resolvers. Internationalized 
domain names (IDNs) are represented in standard Punycode ASCII, which is the way DNS sees 
them. (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Punycode) 

2. To preserve DNS domain name case-insensitivity, A-Z uppercase alphabetic must be converted to 
lowercase. 

3. Simple domain names, as shown in the example above, begin immediately after the initial “sqrl://” 
scheme specification and end immediately before the first “/” is encountered. 

4. Since the formal URL specification provides for a username and password prefix using the format: 
“username:password@www.example.com”. Since URLs are not secure for information transport 
this is rarely encountered, though “username@domain” is sometimes seen. Therefore, as the URL 
is parsed from left to right after the scheme://, the start of the domain name will be reset to the 
right of the last @ encountered. 

5. Port number specifications in URLs may be used to override the implicit port 443 assumed for 
HTTPS connections. And it is foreseeable that a SQRL protocol server might be operating on a non-
standard port. But a port specification must not alter the effective SQRL domain. Therefore, any 
port specification must be removed from SQRL’s effective authentication domain. 

Path Extension 
Some websites, notably GitHub, use the beginning of the URL’s path to delineate individual accounts 
within the website’s domain. SQRL’s “Path Extension” feature supports separate GitHub-style domains 
by allowing the SQRL URL to specify the use of additional characters beyond the formal end of the 
domain name. For example, a sub-site SQRL URL might look like this: 

sqrl://{authentication domain}/joey?x=5&nut={unique URL-safe nonce} 

If the SQRL URL’s parameter list contains the reserved parameter name ‘x’, then the decimal value 
associated with ‘x’ specifies the number of characters to extend the authentication domain to the right 
of the domain name – but never into the parameter tail beginning with ‘?’, or past the end of the URL. 
In the example above x=5, so the five characters, starting with and including the domain-terminating 
‘/’ are included at the end of the hashed authentication domain. And, if ‘x=10’ it only appends ‘/joey’. 
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SQRL URL Examples 
The following examples clarify the use of the preceding URL parsing rules: 

SQRL URL      Auth Domain   Rule shown 
sqrl://ExAmPlE.cOm/?nut=...   example.com   domain lowercased 
sqrl://example.com:44344/?nut=...  example.com   ignore port override 
sqrl://jonny@example.com/?nut=...  example.com   ignore username@ 
sqrl://Jonny:Secret@example.com/?nut=... example.com   ignore user:pass@ 
sqrl://example.com/jimbo/?x=6&nut=... example.com/jimbo  extend auth domain 
sqrl://EXAMPLE.COM/JIMBO?x=16&nut=... example.com/JIMBO  extension’s CASE and 
           end extension at ‘?’ 

CANcel Parameter 
As mentioned previously, any webpage offering SQRL authentication should offer both a “Sign-in with 
SQRL” button for a visitor to click, and a SQRL QR code for the visitor to scan. Each of these contains a 
SQRL URL with a common nut which the webserver associates with the visitor’s browser session. But 
the URLs are NOT identical because the button’s HREF contains a URL with a cancel (can=) parameter 
whereas the SQRL QR code does not. The QR code could also contain the cancel parameter. It wouldn’t 
do any harm. But the cancel parameter’s value string will probably be long, and QR code data should 
be kept as small as possible. Therefore, since the cancel parameter serves no purpose in cross-device 
SQRL authentication, it’s much better to exclude it. 

The cancel parameter will typically be an encoded version of the sign-in page’s URL. So, JavaScript on 
the SQRL login page will obtain the URL of the current page, base64url-encode it, and append the 
additional parameter to the sign-in button’s URL when the page is loaded. 

What is the Cancel parameter? 
It is required to aid in the smooth functioning of SQRL’s most powerful anti-spoofing feature: Client 
Provided Session or CPS. 

When a SQRL client is used in the same machine as the web browser being signed into, clicking the 
“Sign-in with SQRL” button causes the browser to execute a page-changing HREF jump to a web 
server the SQRL client has established on the system’s Localhost port 25519. The act of jumping to 
this resident web server terminates the operation of the sign-in page, and any scripting it may have 
been running, while the browser waits for the newly requested page to be delivered. 

We will discuss what happens then, shortly. But for the moment consider that the user changes their 
mind and wishes to cancel the SQRL operation. Their web browser has jumped to the built-in SQRL 
web server and is waiting to be told what to do next. If the user cancels the operation, we need to be 
able to return the web browser to its original page as if the user had never initiated the authentication. 
So, if the URL the web browser uses to query SQRL’s built-in web server contains a cancel parameter, 
SQRL’s built-in web server can respond to the browser’s waiting query with an HTTP 301 Redirect to 
return the web browser to the page it just left, to back out of a cancelled same-device authentication. 

An example of an actual sqrl:// URL for a “Sign-in with SQRL” button looks like this: 

sqrl://sqrl.grc.com/cli.sqrl?nut=oOB4QOFJux5Z& 
can=aHR0cHM6Ly9zcXJsLmdyYy5jb20vYWNjb3VudC9jb25uZWN0ZWQtYWNjb3VudHMv 

Since the cancel parameter’s value will be the full URL of the site’s SQRL sign-in page, it may contain 
characters which are not URL parameter value safe. So, the cancel URL is base64url encoded before 
being used as the “can=” parameter’s value. The SQRL protocol often employs base64url encoding and 
the optional trailing ‘=’ equals sign padding that often appears at the end of the encoding are 
unnecessary and should be removed from the end of the encoded value. 
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The astute web developer might wonder why SQRL clients don’t simply use the Referer header in the browser’s 
query as the place to return the browser if the user cancels the operation. It would have been nice if that could 
have been done. But browsers have become increasingly careful to trim tracking information from their Referer 
headers. Moreover, whereas the SQRL sign-in page will certainly be HTTPS, the SQRL client’s little built-in web 
server is HTTP, and all browsers trim their Referer data when jumping to a secured to a non-secured page. 

What if no cancel parameter? 
It’s possible that a poorly-designed website might fail to provide a cancel parameter to a local SQRL 
client. If this were to happen, the client would have a dilemma on its hands if the user chose to cancel 
the operation. It would have accepted a connection and query from the user’s web browser which is 
not waiting for its reply, but the SQRL client would have nowhere to redirect the waiting browser. In 
this case, the SQRL client should return a simple webpage to the browser to show its users something 
like: “You have cancelled the SQRL sign-in. Please press your web browser’s BACK button to return to 
the previous login page. That simple page might also contain JavaScript to pop the browser’s page 
history stack to automatically return the user to the previous page. The SQRL specification requires 
the use of an explicit cancel parameter since that provides additional cancellation flexibility to the 
website, and also since the page returned by the SQRL client will not be HTTPS, it will be HTTP and it 
is foreseeable that browsers or add-ons might proactively block executable script from non-secured 
origins. 

Why HTTP and not HTTPS? 
The Referer header note above and the preceding paragraph noted that the web server running in the 
SQRL client uses HTTP rather than HTTPS and TLS. In other words, when the user clicks the “Sign-in 
with SQRL” button, the browser is redirected to http://localhost:25519/... This might strike some as 
reckless, but it is not insecure. Encryption and authentication are only required when communications 
are subject to interception. But, despite the fact that we’re using a protocol normally used for network 
communication, the use of a system’s local networking stack is not network communications, it is 
inter-process communications and it is no less secure than if the protocol was encrypted. 

We now know how to parse any sort of complex SQRL URL, what to exclude, what to include, what to 
lowercase and how to form SQRL URLs for SQRL’s use including its optional path extension and cancel 
parameters. 

sqrl://steve:badpass@SQRL.grc.com:8080/demo/cli.sqrl?x=5&nut=oOB4QOFJux5Z& 
can=aHR0cHM6Ly9zcXJsLmdyYy5jb20vYWNjb3VudC9jb25uZWN0ZWQtYWNjb3VudHMv 

Armed with this understanding of the SQRL URL format and handling, let’s rewind and examine the 
overall processes of same-device and cross-device authentication. 

Authentication Setup 

A SQRL user wishing to sign into a website arranges to display the site’s SQRL sign-in page. As we 
have seen, one way or another, that SQRL sign-in page arranges to present a “Sign-in with SQRL” 
button and to display a SQRL QR code. The “sqrl://” URL carried by those contains a SQRL nut that 
has never been used before. There are many ways a system can accomplish this, and the specific 
approach taken is left to the developer. For the sake of clarity, we’ll enumerate a few typical systems: 

1. The web server might directly obtain a new nut from an encrypted incrementing counter and 
generate the QR code image to supply a fully-formed webpage to the user’s browser. 

2. Or the web server might send a generic sign-in page containing JavaScript whose task is to 
customize the page. In this case the JavaScript would query either the webserver or a separate 
SQRL server to obtain a never-before-used nut. It would build the URL for the sign-in button and 
either synthesize a matching SQRL QR code in JavaScript, or set the URL of the QR code’s image 
“src=” parameter so that the web browser queries either the webserver or a separate SQRL server 
for the QR code image content. 


